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Scope and Content Note:
The Anthony Peter Pelzer Medical Bills, 1846-1848, enumerates the medical services and their fees provided by Dr. A.P. Pelzer to Simon Magwood from 1846 to 1847. The bills itemize visits and medical attendance to Magwood’s slaves.

Merged Collections:
MSS 37, A.P. Pelzer Medical Bill was merged with this collection. The date was corrected from 1860 to 1846 per careful reading of handwriting.

Citation form: Anthony Peter Pelzer Medical Bills, MSS 36, Waring Historical Library, MUSC (Charleston).

Subject Headings:
Pelzer, Anthony Peter, 1819-1886
Magwood, Simon J.
Slaves--Medical care—History--South Carolina.
Fees and Charges--South Carolina.
Fees, Medical—South Carolina.